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The Selling of the 
Candidate

How does selling of the candidate works?

It's all about overall impression and 
what key criteria does this candidate 
match. 
We also must add what highlights this 
person has in their career and what 
reliable references do they have to 
bring to the table. Lastly when can 
they start and what they want to get 
out of being choose.



According to Wilson he 
states that’s for a 
candidate to be selected 
he/she need
• Contributors who have money to 

back he/she up during the 
campaign

• Have a large and costly 
individualized staff for he/she needs

• Lead an expensive media campaign
• Person needs to have ambition
• Image- building and winning above 

dealing with substantive issues.



Wilson also 
states that selling of 
the candidate has to 
do with money. He 
mentions in the book 
“Because of its ability 
to buy the kinds of 
services that produce 
name recognition and 
exposition of position 
MONEY wields its 
greatest influence on 
campaigns.” page 211



Party Politics

• “Another outcome of the American candidate-selection process 
dominated by ‘big money’ and ruling elite influence, is a two-party 
system which downplays, discourages or ignores substantive policy 
issues and discussions, neglects the political education of its 
constituencies, does not satisfy voter preferences, and which 
produces two major parties whose ideological orientations are many 
times barely distinguishable and whose political views and goals 
overlap at many important points.”
• With this introductory quote to the party politics section of chapter 

10, Wilson clearly states his position and calls out the system on its 
hypocrisy.



The problematic two-party system

• Wilson tackles the hypocrisy of the Democratic and Republican party. 
He highlights that even though their ideology differs in some respects, 
there are many topics one can point out in which the parties are 
much more alike than they would admit.
• Even though both parties are presented differently, the core most 

important aspect of American society they work to protect, is 
corporate America. No matter what both parties stand for, there are 
corporations that fund them standing behind them and they will 
do their best to protect that interest. It would be naïve to think a 
politician would go against their special interest groups.



Blacks: The Primary Impediment to Governing

• The African American community 
is a threat to white dominance
• The presence of the African 

American community solely 
defines the make up of white 
dominance 
• White America wants to destroy 

the African American community 
by creating stereotypes and 
distorting their reality



The Atlantic: ”Race” May 1991 by Thomas 
and Mary Edsalls
• Race is exploited when it comes to politics and it’s competing concepts
• Race helps to shape liberal and conservative ideas, shape the presidential 

coalitions of Dem. and Rep. Parties
• Enables focal point extremely in taxes and crimes
• Creates an obstruction between the poor and working class
• Amplifies the need to establish policies that benefit the affluent and upper 

middle class
• Race plays a major part in the political system—it supports the disparity between 

the rich and the poor
• The role that race plays in politics is ”subtle and complex” ie; Race-coded images, 

language used



• Ronald Reagan has a negative connotation when it comes to the 
African american community—so even white registered democrats 
supported Reagan and republic party. 
• A study done in Detroit in 1985 showed that there are deep rooted 

sentiments that show that “not being black is what constitutes middle 
class, not living with blacks is what makes a neighborhood decent to 
live”
• These perspective is the foundation that plays a major part in the 

political system

The Atlantic: ”Race” May 1991 by Thomas 
and Mary Edsalls—continued 



The Need for the 
Political Party
• The Black community is excluded 

from white political making 
decisions

• Excluded from networks and having 
any influence over governmental 
policies

• There is no black representation 
amongst lobbyist or organization 
which is invaluable to electoral 
processes

• One of the ways that dems and reps 
feel that they can succeed is by 
disconnecting themselves from the 
image of being an advocate for the 
black communities—they do 
through great lengths to prove this



The "Exclusion 
Problem"
• One of the possible solutions 

points to the full development of 
an independent Afrikan American 
political party.

• To win national office, its not its 
primary purpose but its belief is to 
significantly influence 
presidential, statewide, and even 
local candidate selection.

• It can even impact the 
decision making internationally, 
national, state and local levels.



A few of an Independent black political party would be 
able to:
• Articulate and debate major issues relevant to Afrikan 

Americans.
• Implement national, state and local programs whether 

in and out of office.
• Fund the cost of gathering information and developing 

policies.
• Maintain an independent, highly informative, ethnically 

committed media center.
• Undertake the responsibility of overseeing federal, state 

and local law writing and enforcement in the 
community.



If Afrikan American is in another political party they 
should not be permitted in any dual membership

• No black politicians affiliated with any other party 
should be allowed at any level of the organization.
• Parties orientation should be clearly black nationalist 

and integrationist in the traditional sense.
• The purpose of the party should be clearly 

and universally recognized.



Discussion Questions

• What was an outcome of the 
American Candidate selection 
process dominated by “Big 
Money” and ruling elite 
influence?

• What disparities does race 
create when it comes to the 
political system?

• Why does race plays a major 
part in the political system?


